First and second order derivatives for optimizing parallel RF excitation waveforms.
For piecewise constant magnetic fields, the Bloch equations (without relaxation terms) can be solved explicitly. This way the magnetization created by an excitation pulse can be written as a concatenation of rotations applied to the initial magnetization. For fixed gradient trajectories, the problem of finding parallel RF waveforms, which minimize the difference between achieved and desired magnetization on a number of voxels, can thus be represented as a finite-dimensional minimization problem. We use quaternion calculus to formulate this optimization problem in the magnitude least squares variant and specify first and second order derivatives of the objective function. We obtain a small tip angle approximation as first order Taylor development from the first order derivatives and also develop algorithms for first and second order derivatives for this small tip angle approximation. All algorithms are accompanied by precise floating point operation counts to assess and compare the computational efforts. We have implemented these algorithms as callback functions of an interior-point solver. We have applied this numerical optimization method to example problems from the literature and report key observations.